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Some prime-number consequences of the Ikehara theorem. 
BY N O R B E R T W I E N E R a n d L E O N A R D G E L L E R T in C a m b r i d g e , M a s s . 
S E L B E R G 1 and E R D O S 2 have recently shown the Prime Number Theorem 
to be demonstrable by elementary methods1). The present paper is devoted, 
not to elementary proofs of this theorem, but to simple analytical conside-
rations which may throw light on the reasons why such elementary, but not 
easy, proofs may be expected to function. Our fundamental tool is the Ikehara 




where F(z) is monotone; arid if over every finite range of x, 
<2) lim G(x + iy) = H(y), 
«.->-1+0 
where H(y) £ L over every finite range; then 
(3) lim ~F(A) = a. 
oo 
We shall consider the two Dirichlet series: 
• oo 




(5) == \wz\ogii du>(u)— \dz[ jV 2 l ogu dm(uj) = 
0 0 
00 00 00 
= J ' u ^ l o g « d&(u)—jdz [ « - " l o g u dm(u)jv~zlogvdd>(v). 
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Now, 
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(6) = — j dz \ log ii dw(u)j w-*du. ( log v d<r>(v) = 
0 (') • 0 
If 
00 U= 00 ~ 
= — j dz j W''dw ( log It rfoi(;/)|log?; dn>(v) = 
(1 M=0 • 0 
I—= uu JJ 
= const. + J IV-' dw | l o g u do> (U) | l o g v d'o (v). 
0 ,(=0 u 
Hence, 
00 
(7) — = c o n s t . + J u-*\ogudw(u) + 
o 
u 
00' M;= 00 t) 
0 MJ=;0 0 
Let us now consider 1(2) on the line z=\+iy. It is well known 
that £(2) is analytic on this line, except at 2 = 1, when it is of the form 
fp(z) + z]_ j , where q>(z) is analytic. It consequently has on the line only 
zeros of finite order. Now, if s is real and positive, 
(8) 
1 y P(n) 
5(1 +iy + e) 
so that the zeta function cannot have a pole of higher order than 1 on the 
L' (Z) 
1-line. It follows that cannot have a singularity on the 1-line 
that is not a pole of order 1 with residue — 1 , except for the singularity 
K'(z) 
at 2 = 1 , which is a pole of order 1 with residue 1. Thus either 
t,(z) 
has no other singularity on the 1-line than the pole , at 2 = 1 , in which case 
it 
(9) - i [ l o g u d t a ( u ) - l , 
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or it has a singularity at 1- + /A. In the first case, we may write (9); 
•m 
(10) . l ogms( t f ) 1 f a > ( u ) d u 1 . 
^ ' u u J u ' 
0 
and since it is well known that m(u) = o(u), it follows that 
which is equivalent to the prime number theorem. 
On the other hand, let 
(12) £ ( i + M ) = o. 
Then 
r (z) 1 'C (z + il) 1 _ 
(13) £(2) 2 K(z + il) - 2 C(z-U) 
00 
= I ir'(\ +cos21ogi / ) logw dw(u) 
o. 
will be a Dirichlet series with non-negative coefficients with no singularity 
at 2 = 1 . It is easy to. show that it can then have no singularity on 3 i 2 = l . 
Thus by a very weak form of the Ikehara theorem, . 
u • 
(14) - ^ - J ( l + cos A log«) log u cf «»(«)-> 0. 
o 
This is to say that 
(15) • ' "(«) = « ' l (« )+ '»2 («), 
where 
H 
(16) lim — I log i/ rfco1(iz) = 0, 
It OC U ./ 
0 
and where m2(u) o n ' y increases over the intervals 
(17) 1 - l -cos/ log« < 
or 
(18) . ' / l o g « — n n \ < £ . ~ 
r r"(z) 
On the other hand, — J - ¿ j ^ j - d z is a function which may be shown 
to behave like 2 
( z - i ) * _ 2 (19) 
1 2 - 1 
2 - 1 
at 2 = 1 , and to be analytic elsewhere in 1, except for possible iogarithmic 
singularities where X(z) = 0 . These do not interfere with Lebesgue integrabiiity-
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Hence the Ikehara theorem applies, and 
ti ft ltf=00 
<20) - ¿ - J ' o g " + [ >ogw da>(w) j\ogv dw(v)-»2. 
0 0 & tt=0 0 
Hence 
i/ 
0 0 to 
(21). j" \\ogu dw(u) -f- J l oSw da>(w) ^jlogv (/«>(«) j ~ 
o n 11/ c,\ 




<22) l o g u r f « 3 ( u ) ^ 2 e * e~ * ) . 
| /UOgH-n Ji I < £| 
Combining this with (16), (17), and (18), we see that for large u's 
it _ _ 
I f ' 1 I — - 2up**-" 
<23) - J log« dco(u) <iT [e*-e 
6 
which is asymptotically not greater than 
i _ ii\ 
2 Ve" —• 71 j 
<24) • 
Since ^ is arbitrary, we see that 
tt 
(25) lim — ) log«rfi<>(«) = 0. . 
U 00 « J 
o-
This is however inconsistent with the known elementary Chebychev theorem, 
to the effect that- u 
(26) Hm. — f l o g a t f f S ( u ) > 0 , 
«-KB w J • • 
0 
so that we have succeeded in eliminating the hypothesis that there is a I 
for which £(1-H'A) = 0, and have proved the prime number theorem. 
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